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FILE: B09 13510C 10CFR50.73

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormaission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT UNIT 2
DOCEET NO. 50-324

LICENSE NO DPR 62
LICENSEE EVENT kEPORT 2-92-002

Centletan:

In accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federai Re ulations, the enclosed
Licensco Event Report is subruitted. Thisreportfulfiifstherequirementfora I
written report within thirty (30) days of a reportable occurrence and is j

submitted in accordance with the format set forth in NUREC 1022, September 1983.

Very truly yours,

$b/ f:C5'
J. W. Spencer General Manager
BrunswickNuclearProject
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cc: Mr. S. D. Ebneter
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BSEP NRC Resident Office ,
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TiTtt 9) HICH PRESSUPE COOLANT INJECTION SYSTEM AUTOMATIC ISOLATION OCCURRED DURING MAINTENANCE
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On March 17, 1992, at 1330 hours, Unit 2 was at appro::imately 77% power. Instrutentation and
Control (I&C) technicians were performing a maintenance surveillance test (MST) on tna High
Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system steam leak detection. The Automatic
Depressurization, Core Spray, Reactor Core Isolation Cooling, and Low Pressure Coolant
Injection systems were operable. The "A" channel of the HPCI system had been placed in the
" test" mode by I&C technicians. An 1&C technician in the field twice correctly read the next
. step to be performed. This step involved heating an "A" logic temperature switch. He
performed the step. The Control Room technician recognised that an annunciator for "PPCI "B"
Logic Isolation" was in alarm. The field technician realized that he had not heated up the
correct temperature svitch and had caused an isolation-signal to the HPCI "B" logic which
was not in the " test" mode. This generated a "B" logic primary containment isolation eignal., ,The testing was stopped. HPCI remained inoperable until the cause of the isolation was
determined and the signal was reset. At approximately 1353, the I&C technicians returned
HPCI to service as per the MST and instructions from the I6C Foreman. After a briefing with
Operations and I60 personnel, the Senior Reactor Operator gave permission to resume the
test. I&C satisfactority completed the test. The cause of this t. vent was a mindset on the
p$gtofthefieldtobhnicin.Thesafetftkobnificahceofthiseventwasmini-alinthattheiHPCI steam leah etect$onlogicfun ed as esigned.
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On March 17,1992, at 1330 hoirs, Unit 2 was operating at approxinately 776 reactor power,
Instrwtontation and Control (160) technicians were in the proes sa of performing a snaintennnce
surveillance test (MST) on the litch Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system steam leak
detection. The Automatic Depressurization system, Core Spray system, Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling systec , c,nd Low Pressure Coolant Injection sys tem wre operable.

EVENT NAPEATIV!

The "A" channel of the HPCI system had be.n placed in the " test" mode by 16C technicians
durina, the performance of the HPCI 'it e am Leak Detection Channel Functional Test. Per
Technical Specifications, a channel may be placed in an inoperable status for surveillance
testing. The test was in process and a number of steps had been successfully completed.
Durin, the perfornance of this test, the "A" logic was bypassed via the bgic test switch.
(The B" logic was not in the " testa mode.) An 16C technician in the field t*eice correctly
read the next step to be performed. This step involved heating an "A" logic temperature
switch which is located approximately 18 feet above the floor. (It required using a lonr pole
with a heating device on the faa end). An 16C technician in the Control Room verified that '

the field technician had read the step coricetly both times. The field techniclun then
proceeded to perform the step. During the performance of this step, lation" was in alarm. Shethe 160 technician in the
Control Room recognized that an annunciator for ')!PCI "B" Logic Iso
questioned the 160 technician in the field. Upon checking, he realized that he had not heatut
up the correct temperature switch and had caused an isolation si nal to the HPCI "B" lo ic6 s
which was not in the " test" rnode This generated a "B" logic primary containment isolation
signal. The HPCI Steam Supp1Y Inboard Isolation valve (2 E41.F002) and the llPCI Torus Suction
Inboard Isolation valve (2.t41.F042) received closed signals. 2+E41 F002 closed and 2 E41
F042 vss already closed. This rendeted HPCI inoperabic, The tosting was immediately stopped,
HPCI remained inoperable until the cause of the isolation was detr.rmined and the signal was
reset. (This was approximately 23 ininutes.)

At approximately 353, the 160 techniclans returned itPCI to service per the HST and .

instructions provided by the 16C Toreman. A briefing was held with Operations and 16C
personnel. At approximately 1507, the t' nit 2 senior reactor operator rave 16C technicians'

perrnission to resume the flPCI MST. Subsequently, at approximately 1100, 16C technicians
satisfactorily completed the test.

f AUS E OFJ* (i :

svent was a mindset on the part of the I6C field technician.The cause " .

Prior to se .# che job location in the HPCI room, the technician had the notion that the
first switch d x procedure required him to heat was physically the first switch on the left
along the walli Actually the second switch was the one the 160 techweian should have honted
first. Normally, there are two experienced 16C technicians in tha area when this test is
being performed. This is not required by the procedure, but the second 16C technician
. noraally reads the procedure to the 160 technician performing the actions and verifles that ,
the actions are correct. l

A factor which may h m ontributed to thit cause is the difference in the order that the
HPCI temperature iw M are heated during the nec.nthly and quarterly tests. The sequence in
the quarterly HPC1 %C; nire s: that the temperature switch located first (physically) along
the wall is heated fl . The monthly llPCI HST requires that the second temperature switch
located on the wal; ae neated first. This may have been a contributor to thn mindset on the
part of the field I V cechnician.
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Other contributing factors to the event included the followin,p

1. The label could be difficult to read from an angle, due to pipe hangers in the area.

2. The length of the headset cord that the 16C technician was using was not the optirnum
lenr.th, Bectiuse the headset cord vould not reach to the f arthest testing position, the
tecfmician had to lay down the pt ocedure, remove the headset, walk over t o the testing,
position, get the pole used to heat the temperature evitches and locate the owitch
again from a dif ferent perspect ive and heat the s. witch. In the course of these actions,
the technician went to the switch in the "B" logic instead of the "A" logic owitch.

CORRECTIVE ACTIOl{S

The technician and the crew involved have been counselled, The counselling emphasized the
need for self checking ar i verification of components prior to beginning an evolution and
during performance of the evolution.

The labals on the temperature switches referenced in this 1.!'.R have been replaced with signs
that are easier to read. These signs are color coded to coincide with the site standard
colors for A and S logica.

This event will be reviewed with the appropriate maintenance personnel.
'

Plant modifications involving HPCI steam leak detection upgrado are scheduled fc,r
installation during the next refueling outages on Units 1 and 2 respectively, These

modifications will eliininate some of the testing (problems currently encountered, The
lan is

to replace the local temperature switches which the technician was heating with
thermocouples. Installation of the thermocouples vill result in remote testing capab lities
(NUMAC drawors) of the llPCI steam leak detection. This remote testing will be performed at
a panel located in an accessible area and will not require heating temperature switches on
a monthly basis,

t

SAFETY ASS [3fMEl{I

The safety significance of this nvent is minimal in that the event was caused by the testing
in progress at the time. The B logic of the llPCI steam leak detection functioned as designed.

PREVIQUS SIMILAR EVENTS
'

Ot.her similar events were reported in LERs 2 89 011, 2 90 005, 2-89 003,

Ell 3 fAMPONENT IDENTIFICATION
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